Departme nt of Energy
Albuquerque Operations Office
Los Alamos Area Office
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

JUN 3 0 1994
Mr. William Honker, Chief
RCRA Permits Branch
Hazardous Waste Managemen t Division
U.S. EPA, Region 6
1445 Ross Ave., Suite 1200
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733
Re: Response to OU 1111 NOD
Dear Mr. Honker:
Enclosed is the response to the Notice of Deficiency (NOD) recently issued by the
Environmen tal Protection Agency for Operable Unit (OU) 1111 at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL).
The attached response to the NOD discusses the current Environmen tal
Restoration (ER) Program phased approach to sampling. It also discusses the use
of Screening Action Levels (SALs) and the topic of compositing relative to that
phased approach for investigation . These, as well as other issues, need to be
considered program wide concerns and not OU specific. Once resolution of these
issues has been reached between the regulators and Los Alamos, they will be
implemented facility wide across all OUs. In light of the necessity to resolve
these program wide concerns, DOE would suggest that a conference call be
scheduled with your staff to discuss the issues. Mr. Driscoll will be contacted in
the near future in order to arrange such a conference.
If you have any questions, please call me at (505) 667-7203 or Court Fesmire at
(505) 665-4718.

Program Manager
Environmen tal Restoration Program
Enclosure
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cc w/enclosu re:
Ms. Kathleen Sisneros
New Mexico Environm ent Departme nt
1190 St. Francis Drive
P.O. Box 26110
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502
B. Swanton, NMED-AIP , MS J993
T. Taylor, LAAO, ES&H, MS A316
C. Fesmire, LAAO, ES&H, MS A316
K. Schenck, Scientech /LAAO, ES&H, MS A316
cc w/o enclosure :
K. Boardman , AL-ERPO, MS A906
W. Spurgeon , EM-452, HQ
T. Baca, UC-LANL , EMP, MS J591
J. Jensen, EM/ER, MS M992
RPF, MS M707
file code 1.4.2.6.1 .14.1.2

CERTIFICATIO N

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared
under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that
qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on
my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system,- or those persbns directly
responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of
my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine
and imprisonment for knowing violation.
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Concerning Operable Unit 1111 Field Investigation Work Plan
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Date:
ennis J. Erickson, Director
Environment, Safety, and Health Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Josep Voz a, Chief
Environmental Safety & Health Branch
Los Alamos Area Office- DOE

Date:

LANL RFI Comments for OU 1111
General Comments:
1. Throughout the Workplan, LANL is under the impression that if they find contamination and it is
above background, but is under the screening action levels, then no further action is needed,
even though the full extent of contamination has not been demonstrated. This is not co"ect.
LANL must find the full extent of contamination and must demonstrate that there is a *clean zone"
beneath the contamination. For example, if a soil !Jample shows PCB contamination existS-from 02' (above background but below screening action levels), but the 2-5' zone was found to be
"clean, • then LANL could demonstrate that the contamination has been delineated vertically. If
the contamination in the 0-2' interval is below health based numbers for a specified use (such as
industrial setting), then LANL could justify a no further action remedy.
Our approach to the RFI is phased. In Phase I we are determining the presence or absence of
contaminants of concern based on background levels and screening action levels, not the nature
and extent of the contamination. The Phase I sampling plans are designed to determine the
presence of contaminants of concern by investigating the area(s) suspected to have the highest
likelihood of contamination. The nature and extent of contamination would be demonstrated
during Phase II for those sites where contaminants of concern were found during Phase I. This
approach is stated in Chapter 4 of the Work Plan. We agree that if the contamination is below
health risk based values, we would propose no further action. Screening action levels are derived
from health risks relative to a residential scenario.

2. In addition, at many SWMUs, LANL is not taking soil samples deep enough vertically to justify a
no further action determination. For example, at outfall areas, 6 inch deep soil samples may not
reach sediments from the past which have been buried by younger deposited sediments. Also,
volatile organics may not show up surface samples and may show up in deeper intervals. This
concern is also appropriate at other SWMUs contained in the Workplan.
Soil depths on the tops of mesas on the Pajarito Plateau, where most of the sampling will be
done, are typically less than 3 feet. In most outfall areas in Operable Unit 1111, the flow has
scoured the soil down to the tuff bedrock. Where there has been a driving force, like water at an
outfall, we agree to specify that samples be taken to a 5-foot depth in soil and sediments or to the
tuff interface, whichever is shallower, but this specification may not result in a difference in the
number and depth of samples taken. Samples for volatile organics are being taken at a 12 inch
depth at every site where historical evidence indicates they may be present. An additional
consideration in the depth of samples is that the investigation described in the Work Plan is the
Phase I investigation, the purpose of which is to determine the presence or absence of
contaminants of concern. Therefore, where material has been deposited on top of soil (for
example, at firing sites), that material will be sampled in Phase I to determine whether it contains
contaminants of concem. If contaminants of concem are present, their extent will be determined
during Phase II.

3. Remediation Decisions and Investigation Objectives: Just because EPA did not ·
comment on this section for a particular group of SWMUs, does not mean that EPA agrees with
the Remediation Decisions and Assumptions or the Logic Row Diagrams presented in this
workplan by LANL.
We recognize that the remediation alternatives identified may change based on the information
collected during the RFI. However, we request that if EPA disagrees with any investigation
objectives, EPA identify which objectives they disagree with and why. It will be more efficient to
the RFI process if EPA identifies all concerns prior to the initiation of field work.

4. Throughout Chapter 5 of the Workplan, LANL talks about SWMUs being field mapped. LANL
should have already performed the field survey for each SWMU and presented the survey in the
RFI Workplan for each SWMU. Please submit in the revised Workplan a map for each SWMU, with
the sampling locations identified.
Operable Unit 1111
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Maps of sampling locations will be submitted by July 31, 1994, as requested in EPA's cover letter.
5. Under each SWMU investigation na"ative (Chapter 5 of the work plan), please include the
method by which each sample is taken. For example, surface soil samples will be taken by the
spade and scoop method, subsurface samples will be taken by a hollow stem auger...
The methods .and corresponding SOPs to be followed in all sampling procedures are enumerated
in Chapter4, page 4·19.
6. EPA feels that DO£ needs to investigate the SWMU's contained in this workplan before they
spend money investigating the C designated sites. It is EPA's opinion that the C sites should be
investigated after the SWMUs are investigated. This way investigations will be performed on the
higher priority sites first.
The Phase I investigations of all potential release sites (SWMUs and C designated sites)
recommended for field investigation in this Work Plan are scheduled for 1994 and 1995. C
designated sites, except those closely associated with SWMUs (e.g., C-6-019 in Aggregate 4) will
be investigated in 1995.

7. Each boring log/description in the RFI Report must include the following: note whether or not
there is visual contamination in each interval, note whether or not these is a olfactory
contamination in each interval; and, include the PJD or OVA reading for each interval. There
should also, at a minimum, be a brief description (characteristics such as color, texture, and
changes in horizon) of the soil sampled.
Each boring log/description in the RFI Report will include the following: noticeable visual and
olfactory indications of contamination in each interval, elevated PID or OVA readings for each
interval, and a brief description of the soil and tuff sampled.
B. 4.6.4, p. 4-21 - "Phase I investigations will be performed under analytical levels I, II, Ill, and
IV, as discussed in... the IWP... • . LANL shall indicate in the RFI work plan what data quality levels
will be used for which decision types.
The work plan corresponds to the guidance in the LANL ER Program's Quality Assurance Plan.
The information requested will be provided in the revised RFI work plan for OU 1111.
9. This RFI work plan makes the repeated statement that phase II actions will be taken only for
locations where a single contaminant exceeds screening action levels. LANL shall also consider
the possible cumulative effects from multiple contaminants.
We do not believe that the statement that Phase II actions will be taken only for locations where a
single contaminant exceeds screening action levels appears anywhere in the Work Plan. Section
4.2.3 references LANL's Installation Work Plan (1992 ,Rev. 2, version), which states: "if
contamination is found below SALs for an individual constituent, but above background, no
further action would be proposed. However, if two or more constituents are present, further
evaluation is needed to determine their combined effects, which could be significant even
though individually the constituents pose no risk. Constituents whose concentrations exceed
the corresponding SALs or that are included because they are significant in combination with
other constituents are designated as contaminants of concern requiring further investigation
under Phase II, or a baseline risk assessment would be performed, depending on the
circumstances. •
·

Specific

Comments:

1. Page ES-3; Table ES-1: Taking four years to perform the RFI investigation is
unacceptable. Please revise your schedule for performing the work and the date the RFI Report
will be submitted to EPA.
Operable Unit 1111
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DOE and the Laboratory have requested sufficient funding to perform the work and submit the
RA report as rapidly as possible, however, the total LANL ER budget has not allowed sufficient
funding to be applied to this operable unit to complete the RFI within 4 years, as requested.
Higher priority sites, such as the townsites, are being accelerated and have diverted funds from
lower priority sites. The ER Project is currently investigating ways to improve efficiencies and
accelerate all OU schedules and will provide a new schedule when this task has been completed.
2. Table 4-6, p.4-12- LANL shall provide an explanation why UF6 not included in this table
when the text on page 5-45 indicates its use at TA6-8.

Table 4-61ists potential contaminants that may be present in the potential release sites in
Operable Unit 1111. UF6 is a gas at ambient conditions and reacts rapidly with water to form
U02 F2• We therefore would not expect to find it at any of the potential release sites, although
uranium, which is listed in Table 4-6, should be noted as a potential contaminant at TA-6-8.
3. Page 4-19; 4th paragraph: If visual or olfactory contamination is evident in a specific
section of the 6 inch sample , then that zone should be sampled and not homogenized with the
other soil. Mixing of soil samples are not allowed if volatile organics are present.

The last sentence of this paragraph states that samples to be analyzed for VOCs will not be
homogenized. The specific size of sample depends on the analytical requirements. We believe
that the paragraph as it stands agrees with the intent of this comment.
4. Page 4-19; 5th paragraph: All SOPs for collecting soil and tuff under this workplan must

be finalized or complete, and not under development.
At the time the Work Plan was written, these SOPs were in development. In our readiness review
procedures, we ascertained that all appropriate SOPs are complete.
5. Aggregate 1. Materials Disposal Area E and Ac[jacent pjt. SWMUs 6-005, 6=.
OOZ{a-el a. 5.1.1.1, Description and History, p. 5-2 the 1987 sampling of Pit 6-00l(e).

LANL shall provide the analytical results for

We agree that the last sentence in the first paragraph on page 5-2 is confusing. Pit 6-007(e) is
identified in the 1990 SWMU report as one of three pits sampled in 1987. No other
documentation is available for this SWMU, and our best information is that all disposal pits were
located north of Two-Mile Mesa Road. In 1987, three pits approximately 70 feet south of Two-Mile
Mesa Road (no east-west coordinates available) were sampled. Extensive field reconnaissance
has not located these pits, and interviews have not uncovered any further knowledge of the
locations of these pits. Further information on the location of these pits is not available to LANL.
Because the pits sampled in 1987 are a significant distance south of Two-Mile Mesa Road and
disposal pits were north of Two-Mile Mesa Road, we believe that the locations sampled are not
disposal pits; further, we have no documentation to suggest what or where they may have been.
Given these uncertainties about the 1987 sampling operation, we did not provide the analytical
results in the RFI Work Plan. The results, as requested, are enclosed with this response as
Attachment 1.
b. 5. 1.3.1. 1, Source Characterization, p. 5-9 - The work plan indicates •These
geophysical techniques may be tested in any sequence. • There should be an established order
for the use of geophysical techniques, and this should be included in LANL 's SOP. LANL shall
indicate the types of geophysical methods which will be used, and the order of that use in the
work plan. In addition, LANL shall cite the appropriate SOPs which will be used.
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The Work Plan indicates that the geophysical techniques may be tested in any sequence
because there is no added value in a particular sequence for ground-penetrating radar,
electromagnetic, de resistivity, and seismic surveys. It is, however, important to perform the
rnagnetometry survey first, as is stated on page 5-8. The best way to determine the location of
buried objects is extremely site-dependent and cannot be encompassed by an SOP.
Manufacturer procedures for the geophysical equipment will be followed.

c.

5.1.4

Sampling and Analysis Plan, p. 5-11, -

i. The boring log/description in the RFI Report should also include the following: note
whether or not there is visual contamination in each interval, note whether or not these is
a olfactory contamination in each interval; and, include the PID or OVA reading for each
interval. Also, justify in the revised workplan why straight vertical borings will be able to
detect contaminants as effectively as angled borings.
Each boring log/description in the RFI Report will include the following: visual and
olfactory indications of contamination in each interval, PID or OVA readings for each
interval, and a brief description of the soil and tuff sampled. Straight vertical borings were
selected because of the extreme uncertainty of the pit locations and depths and the
possibility that explosives were deposited in the pits. Geophysical investigations cannot
locate the bottoms of the pits accurately. If the bottom depths of the pits cannot be
known, angled boring cannot be designed to assure that the pits (and possibly
explosives) are not breached.

ii. Explain why soil samples are being taken at the 1 foot interval? EPA believes the 1
foot samples should be taken at another interval within the boring, such as the bottom
depth of the pit.
Samples of soil or tuff are to be taken at the 1-foot depth, the judged depth of the pit, and
3 feet below the judged depth of the pit (page 5-11, paragraph 4). These depths were
chosen because disposal practices in this area are unknown, and they provide an
indication of near-surface contamination as well as contamination at depth.

iii. LANL shall indicate by what method the soil cores are being collected.
Methods are stated for all sampling on page 4-19 and will be referenced in the revised
work plan.

iv. Indicate what method is being used for collection of the water samples from the seeps
and springs.
Methods are stated for all sampling on page 4-19 and will be referenced in the revised
work plan.

v. Indicate how deep the surface soil samples will be taken. What method is being used
for the collection of the surface soil samples.
All surface soil samples are to be taken to 6 inches depth (page 4-19). Methods are
stated for all sampling on page 4-19 and will be referenced in the revised work plan.

6. Aggregate 2. PlaUng and Etchjng Outfall and Related Run-off Aru. SWMU
22-015(cl

a.

5.2.3.1.1

Source Characterization, p. 5-16 -

i. LANL shall include a narrative on the field mapping process. Will the staining be
mapped on an aerial photograph?
Operable Unit 1111
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In addition to the general field mapping procedures given in Chapter 4 (page 4-18),
stained channels will be located in the field, locations will be surveyed, and the survey
results will be submitted to LANL's Facility for lnfonnation Management, Analysis, and
Display. The staining is visible on some aerial photographs, but locations will be verified in
the field.

ii. Page 5-17- LANL needs to justify in the revised work plan, why the piping that
transported the waste from building TA-22-52 to the outfall is not being checked to see
whether it might have leaked. LANL also needs to include a narrative describing various
details of the piping; such as material composition, age of piping, how the piping is
connected, approximate volume of waste transported and any previous pipe leak tests
performed.
Our approach to the RFI is phased. In Phase I we are detennining the presence of
contaminants of concern based on background levels and screening action levels, and
not the extent of the contamination. The extent, including the piping, would be
investigated in Phase II if needed. In the case of the pipeline sampling questioned, we
are sampling under Phase I in the stained areas resulting from the outfall, which would be
the most likely area of contamination. If contaminants of concern are found, the pipeline
sampling suggested in the comment would be performed under Phase II, or the pipeline
would be removed under a VCA.

iii. Page 5-17 - Composite sampling is not acceptable for any area of this SWMU (51,
52, 53, U1, U2, U3, U4). Separate samples must be taken. Please indicate in the revised
workplan the number of samples to be taken in each designated zone.

Our approach to the RFI is phased. In Phase I we are detennining the presence of
contaminants of concern based on background levels and screening action levels, and
not the extent of the contamination. To this end, compositing of samples provides a
survey of the area. The samples to be composited are chosen from the areas most likely
to contain contaminants. The composites, therefore, are unlikely to show low values as a
result of dilution of samples from "hot spots" by samples from uncontaminated areas. In
the unstained areas, where we believe that there is a small probability that such dilution
could occur, we are comparing the analytical results to a fraction of the screening action
levels corresponding to the number of samples (page 5-19). Further, the areas over
which samples are to be composited have been chosen for probable similarity of types
and concentrations of contaminants. If contaminants are found in these samples
according to the decision criteria stated in Section 5.2.3.1.1, discrete samples will be
taken in Phase II to detennine the extent of contamination.
iv. Page 5-19 -It might be advantageous for LANL to conduct back hoe trenches at
selected locations along the outfall area. This would allow LANL to determine the
horizontal extent of (especially in the U zones) contamination and would give a good view
of vertical contamination. If the bottommost sample still contains contaminants above
background levels, LANL must then take deeper samples, regardless of the screening
action levels.

The soil depth in the area of the upper outfall channels is typically less than 3 feet. In
several places, the flow has scoured the soil down to the tuff bedrock. The pond area
may contain soil and sediments up to about 3 feet. Outflow channels below the pond are
on an extremely steep canyon slope. A back hoe trench therefore is not possible across
the outflow channels. Trenching of the pond may be desirable during Phase II if
contaminants of concern are found during Phase I.
v. Page 5-19- "The number of samples will be sufficient to detect contaminants
above SALs with at least an 80% certainty if the contaminants cover 20% or more of the
area being sampled. " The use of this technique has not been approved or disapproved
June 30, 1994
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by EPA or the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED). Guidelines for use of such
techniques must be developed in cooperation with these agencies.
Since sampling needs to be conducted in order to remain on schedule, sampling will be
performed according to the work plan as written. However, LANL will be glad to help to
develop guidelines in cooperation with the EPA and NMED, and resampling of any area
will conducted, as necessary, based on the developed guidelines.

b.

5.2.5

Sampling and Analysis Plans~ p. 5-20 -

i. Since LANL has mobilized the sampling equipment to this location, they should take
samples at deeper intervals (4-5?, to verify that vertical contamination has been
delineated and that surficial contamination has not migrated downward. LANL must find
the full extent of contamination and must demonstrate that there is a •clean zone•
beneath the contamination.
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2.

ii. Compositing of samples is not acceptable.
See response to Specific Comment 6.a.iii.

iii. Additional Samples in Pond - Soil borings done in the pond area should at a
minimum go to 5 feet.
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2.

iv. Unstained area: Which vertical intervals are being sampled?
Soil samples are to be collected at the surface (0-6 in.) and at a 3-ft depth or at the soil-tuff
interface, whichever is shallower (paragraph 6, page 5-20).

7. Aggregate 3. Sump and Dey Well Systems and Adjacent Wash Pad.
22-012. 22-014{a.bl. 22-0t5{.a-b. d-el and 40-005:

a.

5.3. t. 1

SWMUs

Description and History, p. 5-25 -

i. LANL shall verify in the revised workplan that explosive constituents are the only
constituents that have been handled by this system. Also, is there a drain line from the.__
sump to the seepage pit? If there is, include a narrative describing various details of the
piping; such as material composition, age of piping, length of piping, how piping is
connected, and any previous pipe leak tests performed.
Explosives are the only hazardous constituents likely to have been present in the
garments washed in the laundry and to have been in the outflow from the explosive
compacting operations. This will be clarified in the revised Work Plan. There is a drain line
from the sump to the seepage pit. Regarding a narrative on the piping, see the response
to Specific Comment 6.a.ii.

ii. LANL shall include a more detailed drawing of the interconnections of the different
lines, drains, and sumps.
Maps of sampling locations will be submitted by July 31, 1994, as requested in EPA's
cover letter.

iii. p. 5-26- SWMU 22-015(a) received solvents after 1987, and therefore may be
subject to RCRA permitting or closure conditions under 40 CFR Part 264.
Operable Unit 1111
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SWMU 22-015(a) was used for disposal of solvents from 1980 to 1987, but not after
1987.

b. 5.3.3.1.1 Source Characterization, p. 5-34 - Are all present and historical drain lines
included on maps in this workplan, if not, include this information in the revised workplan.
All known present and historical drain lines are included on maps in this Work Plan.

c. Table 5-6, p. 5-32- Please explain the meaning of the footnote •Activity in excess of 238 U
natural chainu.
This footnote appeared in the original reference. We cannot speak for the authors on what was
intended by this footnote.

d. Figure 5-11, p. 5-36- EPA disagrees with parts of this diagram? If mixed waste is found in
a sump, DOE can still sample the media underneath the sump. If mixed waste is found in an
inactive sump, then that material should be removed and sent to a authorized mixed waste
storage area. NMED should also be notified of this new RCRA unit.
The purpose of determining whether mixed waste is present within a sump or whether the sump
itself would be mixed waste if removed is to allow removal of the sump so that sampling
underneath the unit can proceed. The limited availability of mixed waste disposal facilities will limit
our ability to remove and dispose of mixed waste.
Waste could have been placed in the unit in a nonhazardous form and concentrated over time to
become a TCLP waste. If the waste was not hazardous when it was disposed, the unit cannot be a
RCRA-regulated unit.

e.

5.3.4

Sampling and Analysis Plans, p. 5-37 -

i. If mixed waste is found in an inactive sump, then that material should be removed and
sent to a authorized mixed waste storage area. It should not be left in the sump.
We agree and will revise the text accordingly.

ii. Outfa/ls and Related Run-Off Areas: LANL shall include a detailed map
showing the sampling locations. Since LANL has mobilized the equipment, they should
take samples at deeper intervals (4·51, to verify that vertical contamination has been
delineated and that surfiCial contamination has not migrated downward. Also, please state
in the narrative part of the workp/an what constituents the soil samples are being analyzed
for.
Maps of sampling locations will be submitted by July 31, 1994, as requested in EPA's
cover letter. See responses to General Comments 1 and 2. The constituents being
analyzed for are different for each SWMU and are listed in Table 5·8 (page 5-39), as stated
in the narrative on page 5-37.

iii. Active Sumps: Please justify in the revised workplan why angled borings cannot
be taken. Also, please state in the narrative what constituents the soil samples are being
analyzed for.
Angled borings can be taken. However, current Laboratory plans are to remove all
explosives sumps from service within the near future. Therefore, we recommend that the
sumps that are now active be removed and sampling done under them when they
become inactive. The amounts of waste handled by these sumps suggest that none of
these sumps present an immediate hazard to human health or the environment. The
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constituents being analyzed for are different for each SWMU and are listed in Table 5-8
(page 5-39), as stated in the narrative on page 5-37.

iv. Inactive Sumps: If there is nothing in the sumps, EPA feels that swipe samples
are not necessary. Also, if the sumps are empty and are going to be removed, why
doesn't LANL wait until the sump is removed and then sample the soils underneath the
removed sumps and drain lines? Please clarify in the revised workplan.
In order to be able to dispose of the sumps once they are removed, it is necessary-to
know whether the sumps themselves might constitute mixed waste. The swipe samples
and borings around the sumps will provide information on whether the sumps themselves
may be considered mixed waste once they are removed. Samples from underneath the
sumps will be collected after the sumps are removed (page 5-38).

v. Page 5-38; 2nd paragraph: LANL shall clarify in the revised workplan whether
soil samples are being taken from the bottom surface of the excavation or from the soil
surface before excavation. Also, please state in the narrative what constituents are the
soil samples being analyzed for.
The soil samples are to be taken from the excavation surface after the sump has been
removed. The constituents being analyzed for are different for each SWMU and are listed
in Table 5-8 (page 5-39), as stated in the narrative on page 5-37.

vi. Page 5-41; 1st paragraph: If volatile samples are being taken, the Jogging
should be done quickly and not in great detail. Samples should be taken from interior of
core. Also, please state in the narrative what constituents are the soil samples being
analyzed for.
We agree with this comment. Sampling procedures and locations will be noted in the field
log. The constituents being analyzed for are different for each SWMU and are listed in
Table 5-8 (page 5-39), as stated in the narrative on page 5-37.

Is LANL saying that they will also take three samples at different levels within the drywall
itself? Please clarify in the revised workplan.
The referenced paragraph states that three samples at different levels will be taken from
the contents of drywells and Seepage pits. This will be clarified in the revised work plan.

vii. Page 5-41; 2nd paragraph: LANL shall include a map showing the locations of
the proposed samples. Please explain why LANL is taking surficial asphalt samples. Also,
please state in the narrative what constituents are the soil samples being analyzed for. In
addition, please refer to previous comments regarding inactive sumps. Furthermore,
what intervals are soil samples being taken?
Maps of sampling locations will be submitted by July 31 , 1994, as requested in EPA's
cover letter. Since explosives could have been deposited by washing operations on the
wash pad, we are taking surficial asphalt samples to determine whether explosives are
present in or on the asphalt. · The constituents being analyzed for are different for each
SWMU and are listed in Table 5-8 (page 5-39), as stated in the narrative on page 5-37.
Please refer to responses to previous comments regarding inactive sumps. The
referenced paragraph states that sampling of soil around these adjacent SWMUs will be
done as for inactive sumps. This includes the intervals for soil samples.

8. Aggregate 4. Inactive Firing Sites. SWMUs 6-003(aJ. 6-003(c-gJ. 6-008. C-6:.
019. 7-001(aJ. 7-001(bJ. 7-001(cJ. 7-001(dJ. Building TA-6-8 and Surrounding
Area
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a. 5.4.1. 1 Description and History, p. 5-45, paragraph 4 • Please give the
approximate dimensions of this crater, width versus depth. Soil samples should go to at least
three feet from the surface of the SWMU. LANL shall revise the work plan accordingly.
The crater is approximately 30 feet wide by 3 feet deep. The sampling plan on pages 5-53 and 554 recommends sampling to 3 feet deep or the soil-tuff interface, whichever is shallower.

b. 5.4.3. 1. 1 Source Characterization, p. 5-49 - LANL shall explain why sampling will
only extend 10 feet beyond the perimeter of the firing pad.
See the response to General Comment 1 on the phased nature of the sampling plan. For
explosion tests, contaminants are most likely to be found close to the site of the explosion. If
contaminants of concern are found during Phase I, Phase II will include sampling outside the areas
sampled in Phase I as indicated by the results of Phase I.

c.

5.4.4

Sampling and Analysis Plans p. 5-53 -

i. LANL shall clarify whether the concrete bowl is in contact with the ground surface or is
elevated above the ground surface.
The concrete bowl is entirely in contact with the ground. It is a shaped paved surface.

ii. Page 5-54; 3rd paragraph: Why are surficial samples being taken from a
removed underground storage tank. Soil samples should be taken underneath the
location of the removed tank, unless contaminated soil was used to fill the excavation.
Surficial samples are being taken because we do not know whether the soil used to fill the
excavation was contaminated. Disruption of subsurface contaminants adjacent to the
tank during its removal could have redistributed the contaminants to the surface.
Samples taken at the soil-tuff interface, as recommended in the referenced paragraph, will
be underneath the location of the removed tank.

iii. Page 5-55; 1st paragraph: Give a more detailed description on this SWMU and
by what means contaminants reached the soil.
Area of Concern C-6-019, is described on page 5-43, and possible pathways are
described on pages 5-47 and 5-50. A small building housing a generator to power pumps
for operations at the concrete bowl [6-003(a)] was located here. Hydrocarbon fuels for
the generator or PCBs from electrical components may have been spilled in this area.

d. Table 5-12, p. 5-60- LANL shall explain why there will be no soil description information
on these samples.
We are not clear on what soil description information is being requested here. Lithologic logging
is planned only for cores that are expected to contain tuff as well as soil.

9. Aggregate 5. Surlace Disposal Areas. SWMUs 6-007 (1) & (g,l. 40-010,
5.6.1.1 Description and History, p. 5-61 - EPA believes that all surface disposal areas
should have soil borings going to a minimum of 3 feet. In addition, explain why LANL believes
there was no trench disposal at this SWMU. LANL shall also explain when disposal of RCRA
hazardous waste was discontinued at these sites?
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2. The recommendation for sampling on this page is
for samples to 3 feet or the soil-tuff (bedrock) interface. All historical information, including aerial
photographs, indicate this area was only used as a surface disposal site. There is no evidence
indicating the site would have been excavated prior to the initiation of disposal. No documentary
evidence exists for this site. Waste disposal at these areas probably ceased before 1950 and
certainly has not taken place since 1980.

Operable Unit 1111
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10. Aggregate 6. Seotic Svstems. 6-001{a & bl. 22-010 {a & bl. 22-016. 40:.
001{b & cl

a. General Comment: For all SWMUs in this section, LANL also needs to include a narrative
describing various details of the piping; such as material composition, age of piping, how piping is
connected, approximate volume of waste transported and any previous pipe leak tests
performed.
See response to Specific Comment 6.a.ii.

b.

5.6.1.2.2

Potential Pathways and Exposure Routes, p. 5-70 -

i. EPA disagrees with LANL 's assumption that drain pipes could not have leaked
contaminants because of continued flow.
This assumption is not made in this Work Plan. Paragraph 2 on page 5-70 states "Septic
tanks and drain lines are less likely to contain contaminants because solids are removed
periodically from the tanks, and the drain lines are flushed by continued flow,• as part of
the justification for sampling the outflow areas during Phase I as the areas most likely to
contain contaminants. See the response to Specific Comment 6.a.ii.

ii. Page 5-70; 4th paragraph: Information in this paragraph contradicts what is
presented in Table 5-13 LANL shall clarify the discrepancy.
We are not clear on the contradiction referred to. Although SWMUs 6-001 (a) and 6001 (b) were active from the 1940s to the 1980s, the operations in the buildings served
by these septic systems were staffed by no more than about 20 people at a time. The
period up to 1950 was probably the period of most intensive use, and the buildings were
vacant or used by only a few people for years at a time.

c.

5.6.2

Remediation Decision and Investigation Objectives, p. 5-72 -

i. 1st paragraph: EPA is requiring the media surrounding the tank to be sampled
during Phase I.
The first paragraph on page 5-72 is incorrect and will be corrected in the revised text. The
diagram on page 5-76 and discussion on page 5-77 detail sampling of the media
surrounding the tank during Phase I.

ii. 2nd paragraph: If mixed waste is found in the septic tanks, then LANL should
remove this waste to a more controlled area and notify the State that they have a
hazardous waste unit. Also, when the tank is removed, LANL must sample the media
underneath.
The issues regarding mixed waste for septic tanks are the same as for sumps. Please
refer to the response to Specific Comment 7.d.

iii. 3rd paragraph: EPA will also require that LANL sample the media underneath the
tank. If no contaminants are found in the media underneath the tank, then sampling
underneath the drain line is not necessary, unless the drain line is still in use and is
receiving hazardous constituents.
The media underneath inactive septic tanks will be sampled when the tank is removed
(page 5-77 and 5-78).
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iv. Page 5-73; 2nd paragraph: If mixed waste is found in the septic tanks, then
LANL should remove this waste to a more controlled area and notify the State that they
have a hazardous waste unit.
See the response to Specific Comment 7.d.

d.

Figure 5-28, p. 5-74 i. EPA disagrees partially with the logic flow of this diagram. If the tank, drain lines, and
outfall areas are still receiving hazardous constituents, then LANL may be subject to
periodic monitoring, which means additional sampling before decommissioning.
Outfall areas are subject to annual monitoring per LANL's NPDES permit. LANL will
decide on the necessity of investigation at decommissioning based on records of
discharges.

ii. EPA believes that this logic diagram should have had the following sentence in the
first diamond "Are contaminants of concern present?" If the answer is yes to that
question, then go to "is mixed waste present?" LANL shall revise the flow chart
accordingly.
We have put the mixed waste question first because of our plan to remove the septic
tanks if contaminants of concern are present. See response to Specific Comment 7 .d.

e.

5.6.4

Sampling and Analysis Plan, p. 5-75 -

i. 5th paragraph -Soil borings at the outfall pipe should go to at least 5 feet. The
borings located further from the pipe should go to at least 3 feet. LANL shall revise the
work plan accordingly.
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2.

li. 6th paragraph: Soil borings in the leach field and locations directly below the outfall
pipe should go to at least five feet in depth. This statement also applies to drain tiles.
LANL shall revise the work plan.
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2.

iii. Figure 5-29 - LANL shall include a cross sectional drawing of the following: the
leach fields; sand filters; filter trenches; and seepage pits.
Construction drawings of these structures are not in the archives.

iv. Page 5-77: 3rd paragraph: Please explain why LANL is taking swipe samples
from an empty septic tank?
We are trying to determine whether the tank itself could be considered mixed waste when
it is removed. See response to Specific Comment 7.d.

v. Page 5-79; 1st paragraph: Samples should be taken to at least 3 feet, not
shallower. LANL shall revise the work plan accordingly.
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2.

vi. Page 5-79; 2nd paragraph: Explain why LANL would backfill an excavation
when contaminants of concern are found in the excavation.
Operable Unit 1111
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The excavated area is backfilled to prevent the safety problems associated with an open
excavation and to prevent accumulation of rainwater that could provide a driving force to
mobilize contaminants.

11. Aggregate 7. Active Firing Sites. 40-00S{a-c). 40-009. TA-40-4.

TA-40-12

a. 5.7.1.1 Description and History, p. 5-81, 1st paragraph - Is LANL saying that
they are investigating SWMU 40-009 only because it might have received fallout constituents
from firing sites; or, is LANL investigating this SWMU because hazardous constituents were
placed into the landfill. Please clarify.
We are investigating SWMU 40-009 because hazardous constituents might have been placed in
the landfill and because it might have received fallout constituents from firing sites.

b. Figure 5-31, p. 5-85- LANL shall explain why the assessment is limited to the area south
of the pad.
The firing site is configured so as to direct most of the explosion debris south of the pad. It is
possible that smaller amounts of debris have been thrown north of the pad and associated
structures. To investigate the areas most likely to contain contaminants of concern, Phase I
focuses on the area into which explosion debris has been directed. The area north of the pad and
structures will be investigated during Phase II, if necessary.

c. 5.7.4 Sampling and Analysis Plans, p. 5-85proposed here?

What is the •radiation count•

No "radiation count" is proposed on page 5-85.

d. Table 5-18, p. 5-87- LANL shall explain why there will be no soil description information
on these samples. Why are volatile organics not included in the target analyte list for the landfill?
We are not clear on what soil description information is being requested here. Lithologic logging
is planned only for cores that are expected to contain tuff as well as soil. Historical information
gives no reason to believe that volatile organics were disposed of in this landfill.

e. Page 5-88; 2nd paragraph: Soil borings should go to at least 3 feet. If the debris and
sand piles are deeper, then borings should go 3 feet below the bottom of the debris piles.
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2. If contaminants of concern are found in th~ debris
piles during Phase I, borings into the soil below them will be considered for Phase II.

12. Aggregate 8. Former Structure Sites

a. 5.8 Aggregate 8, Former Structure Sites, p. 5-89 - Please give a more detailed
description of the sites designated with a C. Are these sites that contained or stored
contaminants inside the building itself, without having drain lines or other release points to the
outside environment? Please clarify.
The available information on these buildings is summarized in Table 5-19, page 5-90. All of these
buildings were very small, and contaminants may have been stored inside the buildings.
Magazines in which explosives are stored may be as small as several feet high, by 2-3 feet wide,
by 1 foot deep, backed by a substantial soil berm to direct accidental explosions. The small size of
the magazines is dictated by safety requirements that limit the amounts of explosives that may be
stored in one place. Because magazines are so small, spillage could contaminate adjacent soil.

b. 5.8.4 Sampling and Analysis Plans, p. 5-93, 5th paragraph - Soil samples
around the decommissioned septic tank must be taken at the bottom of the former tank and 3 feet
Operable Unit 1111
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below that level. Also, where does the pipe end or go to? Is it to a drain field? LANL shall clarify
the text.

No drawings are available for this septic tank. During Phase I, we will sample to the soil-tuff
(bedrock) interface to determine whether contaminants of concern are present in the area of the
former septic tank. The tuff will be below the bottom of where the septic tank was located. The
pipe mentioned in this paragraph is from a former building that contained a sink connected to the
septic tank. No information is available on the presence or absence of a drain field.
The investigation of the pipe should determine whether the pipe had leaks. Please include this
information in the revised workplan.

See the response to Specific Comment 6.a.ii.
c. Table 5-20, p. 5-94 - LANL shall explain why volatile organics were not included in the
target analyte list for SWMUs 6-002 and C-6-005.

Volatile organics will be included in the target analyte list for SWMU 6-002 and Area of Concern C6-005.
13. Aggregate 9. Former Contajntr Storage Artas. SWMUs 6-006 and 40-004
Page 5-98; 5th paragraph: LANL should have already performed the field survey to locate the
sampling points for the REI Workplan. Please submit in the revised Workplan a map with the
sampling locations identified. Soil samples must also be taken to depth of 3 feet. Please explain
why there will be no soil description information on these samples.

Maps of sampling locations will be submitted by July 31, 1994, as requested in EPA's cover letter.
See responses to General Comments 1 and 2 and to Specific Comment 11 .d.
Page 5-98; 4th paragraph: EPA believes that sampling the soil under the asphalt is sufficient.
Sampling the asphalt probably will be inconclusive and is not necessary.

We agree. We will not sample the asphalt.
14. Aggregate 10. Storage Areas. SWMUs 40-007 {a-e)
Page 5-98; 7th paragraph: EPA is not clear whether the explosive wastes stored at these SWMUs
are stored inside the building or on a pad outside the building. Also, are there waste lines or
drains exiting these buildings? LANL shall clarify this information in the revised RFI work plan.

These buildings are magazines, like those described in the response to Specific Comment 12.a.
Wastes are stored inside the magazines. No waste lines or drains exit these buildings.
15.

Chapter 6

a.

6.1.1

Description and History, p. 6-1, 1st paragraph -

i. EPA is concerned about the SWMU locations which were mentioned in the SWMU
report of 1990. Therefore, please include this information in the revised RFI workplan.
The relevant pages from the SWMU Report are enclosed as Attachment 2. Locations of
some of these storage areas may have changed, as stated in the referenced paragraph.

ii. In addition, how long has the treated liquid been discharged to the outfall? Was there
a discharge prior to the NPDES permit? Also, include a descriptive narrative on this
SWMU from the 1990 SWMU report in the revised Workplan. ·
Operable Unit 1111
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The first paragraph of Section 6.1.1 does not mention an outfall. For the outfall
mentioned in the second paragraph, there was no discharge prior to the NPDES permit,
which was issued in 1987. The page from the SWMU Report is enclosed as Attachment

3.
b.

6.1.2

Rationale for Recommendation of No Further Action, p. 6-2 -

LANL shall describe in more detail how the tanks are exempt from RCRA permitting requirements.
Also, HSWA authority can require investigation of hazardous waste satellite storage areas.
The tanks receive wastewater from the printed circuit etching process. Calcium carbonate is
added to the wastewater to precipitate iron and copper. The neutralized wastewater is discharged
via a NPDES permitted outfall (Outfall128, NPDES Permit No. NM0028355). The sludge is
pum~ from the tank and transferred to the Waste Management Group (ESH-7) for disposal.
Units that are part of an elementary neutralization process and/or wastewater treatment units as
defined in 40 CFR 260.10 are exempt from permitting requirements [40 CFR 270.1(c) (2) (v)].

c.

6.2. 1

Description and History, p. 6-3, 2nd paragraph -

LANL shall include in the revised workplan the approved closure plan letters from the State for
each RCRA unit.
The approved closure plan letters from the State for these units are enclosed as Attachment 4.

d. No further Action Requests: EPA agrees that the following units do not need to be
added to the HSWA portion of the RCRA permit:
6-003(b) Explosion containers
6-004 Sump
22-014(c) Active Sump and Outfall
Area of Concern C-6-020, Decommissioned Building Site
Area of Concern C-40-001, Herbicide-Treated Area
We will not add these sites to the HSWA permit and will not investigate these sites any further.

LANL may request removal of the following units from the permit under a Class Ill permit
modification:
22-011, Disposal Pit
40-001 (a) Septic System
We will request these sites be accepted for NFA in a future Class Ill permit modification.
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Attach ment 1
Pit South of Two-Mile Mesa Road
for
s
1987 Analyt ical Result
(respo nse to Specif ic Comment 5.a)
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1 rl chl oroethene
letrachloroethene
toluene
Styrene
tentatlvel:t Identified Cc.DC~Unds
CJ lenzene
C4 lenzene
C4 lenzene
c5 lenzene
t6 lenzene and lydrocarban.
Decahydronaphthal ene
Poss terpene C15124
Poss terpene
Poll terpene
Poss terpene
Poss terpene
terpene C101116
terpene C101116
terpene Mixture
Total (Allowed) Hold lime
ELEVated/DECReased CRQl
Dilution factor

lA-06
INACtiVE
DISPOSAlPIT
LA80l01XI

TA-06
INACtiVE
DISPOSALPIT
LA80]0~••

1A·06
INACTIVE
DISPOSAlPit
lA80l03XI

SOIL
ug/tt

SOIL
ut/ltt

ut/kt

. L_A3091111A

LA8030211

SOIL

uao:sozu

TA·OOL
INACtiVE
lANDfill
lA80706XI
SS SOIL
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lA·OOL
lilAC JIVE
lANDfill
LA807071CX
SS SOIL

ug/kt

ut/kl

ug/kg

ug/kg

LA84001XI

lA84001KK

LA84001XK

1·1.25

1-1.25

10

6

6

---

-----

. --

---

3D
3 J

--...

----------..

--...

------. -...

1900 J
1900 J

...

·-...

----...

2-3

---

1 J

.

--.---..

57
18
20
150
150

J
J
J

J
J

15 J

6 J

-------

...
-----

----. -.

n J
28 J
4 J

--.

---

...

11 J

--·

...

-- .

---

13(14)d
HEV
1.000

--.

. ·-

0.5·1

1200 J

-----

1J(14)d
HEV
1.000

·-·

0.5·1

...

...

...

2

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

JA·OOL
INACTIVE
LANDfill
LA60710XI(
SS SOIL

LA84001111C

1·1.25

---

lA·OOL
INACJIVE
lANDfill
LA80709XK
SS SOIL

13( 14 )d
HEV
1.000

13( 14 )d
1.000

13(14)d
HEV
1.000

---

21 J

13(11.)d

11( 14)d

ELEV

1.000

1.000

.,
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lA·50
INACTIVE
IIDA·C
lAMIOZU
SOIL

"''''

.LMZDOJXA

0·1

U-50
INACJIVE
IIDA·C
LA841103JCX

SOIL
ug/kt
. l.A8l003XA

0-1

TA·06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPil
LA853~1ll

,.,

SOILGA~

LAII0813XZ

4

IA·06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPU
LA85302Xl

,.,

SOILGA~

lAIIOIUXZ

'

(Cant I rued)
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JA·06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPIT
LA85303Xl

,,

SOILGA~

LA808UXZ

'

TA-06
IIIACTIVE
DISPOSALPIT
lA85304XZ
SOILGA~

rtrtJI
LA80813XZ

4

lA-06
INACtiVE
DISPOSALPIT
LA85305XZ
SOIL GAS

rtrg/~

LA80813XZ

4

1110 I

trlchloroethene
tetrachlor~th~ne

toluene
Styrene

4 J

ClO

tent at Ivel]( I dent If led ConJOUnds
CJ lenzene
C4 lenzene
C4 Benzene
C5 Benzene
C6 lenzene .nd Hydrocarbon
Decahydronlflhthelene
P011 Terpene C1SMZ4
P011 terpene
Pose l erpene
Poss l erpene
Poss I erpene
terpene C10N16
terpene C101116
terpene Hlxture
total t•llow~) Hold II~
HEVatr.l;l,f tReased CROl
Dilution factor

160 J
240 "
19(14)~

UEV
1.000

4110 J
500 J
13( 14)d
HEV
1.000

17(ns)d
DECR
1.000

17(ns)d
OECR
1.000

17(ns)d
OECR
1.000

17(ns)d
OECR
1.000

17(ns Jd

DHR
1.000
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AREA
LOCATION
1TPE OF LOCATION
SMPLE IIUMIU
JtEDIA
UNitS
$0G ...IER
FIELD
Depth

TA-06
INACTIVI
DISPOSALPIT
U85306KZ
IOILGA!J

TA-06
INACTIVI
DISPOSALPIT
LA85307XZ
SOILGA!:s

TA·06
INACtiVE
DISPOSALPIT
U85308XZ
SOILGA!:s

tA-06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPIT
LA85309XZ
SOILGA!:s

lA-06
INACJIVE
DISPOSALPll
LA85310XZ
SOILGA!,J

TA·21·2'i9
INACtiVE
COLD DUMP
LA85501XZ

lMOI1lJ1

.lAMUU

_j._~~l.DI

.LAD!H!lln

lABOOUICZ

LA85501XZ

.,

MEASURE~NTS

(ft)

4

rwg/

4

..,
4

rwg/

4

,.,

4

SOJLGA~

rrrg/

1.7-4

tA-21·2'i9
INACtiVE
COlD DUMP
LA8'i502XZ
SOIL GAS
l'lg/~
lA85501XZ

1. 7-4

TARGET CQMPClJNDS
Acetone
Carbon Disulfide
1.2-Dic:hloroethene_(total)
2-Butanone

.

~

N
N

I
~

trlc:hloroethene
tetrac:hloroethene
toluene
Styrene

0.0

lentatlvelr Identified Compounds
CJ Benzene
C4 Benzene
C4 Benzene
C5 lenzene
C6 Benzene and Hydrocarbon
Oecahydronaphthalene
Poss terpene C15H24
Poss Terpene
Poss terpene
Poss Terpene
Poss Terpene
Terpene C10H16
Terpene C10H16
terpene Mixture
lotel (Allowed) Hold lime
CRQl
Ollut ion factor
ElEVet~d/DECR~ased

18(ns)d
OECII
1.000

16(ns)d
DECR
1.000

16(ns)d
DECR
1.000

16(ns)d
OECR
1.000

16(ns )d
OECR
1.000

14(ns)d
OHR
1.UOO

14(nqc1
0({ R

1.000

ltovet!Oer 1919
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AREA
LOCAJION
TYPE Of LOCATION
SAMPLE ltlJIIEI
MEDIA
UIIIIS
SDG IIUHIIEI
fiELD MEASUREMENTS
Depth (ft)

......
N
N

•

U1
N

I ARGE I CO.PWIIOS
alpha·IHC
beta· INC
del ta·IHC
ga.ma·IHC (Lindane)
Heptachlor epoaide
Endosul fan I
Dieldrin
4.4'·DOE
Endosulfan II
4.4'·DOD
4.4'-00l
alpha-chlordane
•-·chlordane
Aroctor-1254
Aroctor-1260
Total (Allowed) Mold li..
ELEVated/DECReased CRQL
Dilution factor

TA-06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPII
UI0301XV

IA-06

JA-06

INACTIVE
DJSPOSALPII
UIO:S021lV

INACIIVE
DISPOSALPIJ
lA80:SO:SXY

Page
IA-46
INACTIVE
LANDfiLl
U806011lY
SOIL
ug/kg
I.A60$Q11lY

TA-46
INACHVE
lAIIOfllL
LA806021lV

SOIL

SOIL

ug/kt
LA803011lV

ug/kg
1.A80l01!1Y

ug/kg
__ LAIQ:SQU!Y

1·1.25

1-1.25

1-1.25

0-0.5

0·0.5

.. .

...

...

53

100

...

...

...

. ..

-·-

.. .

...

...

...
...

...
...

...

160 J

960

40C14)d

40(14)d

40( 14)d

8(14)d

8(14)d

8(14)d

ELEV
1.0

ELEV
1.0

ELEV
1.0

ELEV
1.0

ELEV
1.0

ELEV

SOIL

--·

SOIL

1A·46
INACTIVE
lANDfill
LA8060:511V
SOIL
ug/kg
LA60SO\IIV

ug/kg
LA60501XV

0-0.5

1J

9 J

27 J

1.0

LAIL s&A O.ta

OocU~rnt

•

lovellber 1989

• OIAfJ: IIOT TO
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AREA
LOCATION
TYPE Of LOCATION
SAMPLE IUtiiEit
MEDIA
UNITS
SDG NUMBER

TA-06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPII
LA80301XY
SOIL

TA·06
I IIACTIVE
OISPOSALPII
LAt0302XY
SOI.L

TA·06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPII
lA80303XY
SOIL
ug/e
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TA-33-26
INACTIVE
lANDfiLL
LAII0501XY
SOIL
ug/1

TA-33-26
INACTIVE
lANDFILL
LA80502XY
SOIL

JA-33-26
INACTIVE
LANDfill
LA8050lXY
SOIL

LAIL002

"'''

"'''

ug/g

UNL002

LANL002

ug/g

__!M!1.008

lANL008

LANL008

1·1.25

1·1.25

1·1.25

0·0.50

0-0.50

0-0.50

19( 14)ct-

50( 14)d-

19( 14 )d'"

4( 14)d

4(14)d

4(14)d

fiELD MEASUREMENTS
Depth Cft)

ANAlYJES
None detected
Total (Allowed) Hold Tl ..

~

N
N
I

en
0
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TABLE 4.22.8 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY · RADIOLOGICAL DATA · ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM 22
AREA
lOCATION
TYPE Of lOCATION
SAMPLE NUMBER
MEDIA
UNITS

.

Alpha Etnl tters
ladi~- 226
Thorh• • Z:SD
Thorl~ • 232a
Urani~- 215
Uranl~ - 211a
Uranl~ · 2111b
Uranlua (all lsotopes)c
Plutonh• • 211
Plutonlua • 219,240
A~~~erlch• - 241

JA·06
lilAC JIVE
DISPOSAlPIT
LA80:S01D
SOIL
lltllUQ ____
na
na
na
na
na
na

aooo aaoo

TA-06
INACJIVE
0 I SPOSALPI T
LA80:S01W
SOIL
-~Jlk!IW
___
na
na

<12050 t900
92.0 t27.0
<10710 tl40

... -

na

-----

na
na
na

na
na

na
na
<14600 t1100
99.0 t19.0
<10810 t850

-.-

na
na
na

na

<580

na

na
...

--~ill!l!l_

TA-06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPIT
LAI0302W
SOIL
llCI/k!IW

na
6000 t600
<7.0
<9.0
na

na
na

<5.0
10.0 t6.0

TA·06
INACTIVE
DISPOSALPIT
LA80:S02D
SOIL

Pagl! 1 of 1l
JA-06

INACJ IVE
OISPOSALPIJ
LA803030
SOil

peiJkgO
na
na
na
na
na
na
8000 t800

29.0 t24.0
76.0 t26.0

na

~

N
N
I

0\
U1

Beta E•ltters
Strontl~-

90

E•ltters
Beryl& I~ • 7
Potassl~ • 40
Cobalt - 60

<540

Gamna

cecal~-

109

Cesiua - 1.17

a.
b.
c.

na
na
na
na

na

.........
13700 t1l00

---. -....
........

Total unbroken chain activity In equlllbri~.
Activity in eKcess of U2JI natural chain.
Units are ~ (/l, /kg\1, or JkgD) instead of e£1 (/L, /kgW, or /kgD).

na
na
na
na
na

11760 t9SO

670 t540

na
na
na
na
na

Attachme nt 2
SWMU Report Pages on Satellite Storage Areas at TAs 22 and 40
{respons e to Specific Comment 15.a.i)

SATELLITB WASTE STORAGE ~AS

22-003

10/31/90

SOMMARX
LOCATION
TYPE OF UNIT(s)
UNIT USE

OPERATIONAL STATUS
PERIOD OF USE
HAZARDCliS RELEASE
RADIOACTIVE RELEASE

TA-22
SATELLITE STORAGE AREA
STORAGE
ACTIVE/INACTIVE
1983 • PRESENT

MATERIALS MANAG(D

HAZARDCliS

~STE

NONE
NONE

tnfiT INPORQTIOI
The following buildings have satellite storage areas:
SI.IMU NO.

22-003(1)
22-003(b)
22·003Cc>
22-003(d)
22·003(e)
22·003(f)
22-003(t)

STRUCTURE
TA-22·5
TA-22·96
TA-22·34
TA-22·91
TA-22·95
TA-22·93
TA-22·52

NlJ48ER OF AREAS
2 active, 2 inactive
1
11
4

DESCRIPTION
electronics lab & w.ranouae; 55-gel. dr'-- for w.ste sol vents
CI.Gicle 3 In concrete end al'--i"'-- lk.l'lker 96
detonator explosives buf lding; hu locked c~rtments
inert fabrication buf ldfng; hu locked c~rtments

1

7
1

detonator explosiv.. buf ldfng

JASTI INlOBMATIOI
22-003(a)
22·003(a)
22·003(8)
22·003(a)

STRUCTUitE
TA·22·5
TA·22·5
TA·22·5
TA-22·5

22·003(b)

TA-22·96

3

22·003(c)
22·003(c)
22·003(c)

TA·22·34
TA·22·34
TA·22·34

101
102
103

22·003Cc>

TA-22·34

105, 106

22·003Cc>

TA·22·34

107, 108

22·003(c)

TA-22·34

110

22·003(c)

TA-22·34

111

22·003(C)

TA·22·34

112

22·003(C)
22·003(C)
22·003(C)
22·003(d)
22·003(d)

TA-22·34
TA·22·34
TA·22·34
TA·22·91
TA·22·91

hellw.y
1107
1111

22·003(d)

TA-22•91

1121

22-003(d)

TA·22·91

1145

22·003(e)
22·003(f)
22·003(f)
22·003(1)
22·003(f)
22·003(f)
22·003(f)
22·003(f)
22·003(g)

TA·22·95
TA-22·93
TA-22·93
TA-22·93
TA-22•93
TA-22·93
TA-22·93
TA-22·93
TA-22·52

S\oMU NO.

ROCJt

101
103
116
SE lnd,
outside

113
IIA

C111
C114

C116
C122
C123
C125
C126

STORED
acetone, alcohol
acetone, alcohol, HCl
acetone, alcohol
acetone, alcohol, chlorofo~

~STES

HE w.ste, detonators, acetone, alcohol,
s&.tlessellbl i ..
HE w.ste, subeaaellbl , .. , detonators
HE waste, si.Geasa.bli .. , detonators
HE waste, si.Geaaa.bli .. , detonators, acetone,
alcohol
HE WIISte, subeaa..Olf .. , detonators, acetone,
alcohol
HE waste, aubeaaa.bll .. , detonators, acetone,
alcohol
HE waste, aubeaaa.bl i .. , detonators, acetone,
alcohol
HE waste, subeaaa.bli .. , detonators, acetone,
alcohol
HE waste, aubeaaa.bl 1.. , detonators, acetone,
alcohol
developer, ftxer, aodha sulfite
HE weate
acetone and alcohol cont•fneted wf th HE
acetone and alcohol
alcohole, Naf2, NION, ...anfUI persulfete,
sulfurfc acid, NCl
acetic acid, ...anfUI chloride, eerie: -..,hll
nitrate, nitric acid, aodfu. bffluorfde, aodfUI
hydroxide, -..,tu. persulfate, c•iUI sulfide,
carte:. sulfate, chr~fu. oxide, hydrofluoric: acid,
sulfuric acid, hydrogen peroxide, cupic nitrate,
orpnfca
acetone, alcohol, chlorofo~, hydrochloric acid,
hydrofluoric acid
clrcuft etch, IOdiUI hydroxide, acetone, alcohols
detonators, HE waste, aubeaea.blf ..
acetone/HE, alcohol/HI
detonators, aubessa.bl t .. , HE weate
detonators, aubeasa.bll .. , HE waste
detonators, si.Geaaa.blf .. , HE weate
detonators, ai.Guaa.blf .., HE .... ce
detonators, aubeaa.-blf .. , HE wute
acetone, Stoddart solvent, TCA, W·40,
...... lUI chi~

PROCESS GENERATING WASTE
parts cleening end potting
parts cleaning
IlSCh I ne c leeni ng
Inactive; cleaning detonator
parts
Inactive; HE pr..aint
explosiv.. experiments
explosives experiments
cleaning uaeably parts
cleaning asseably perts;
exploaiv.. experi..nts
cleening aas.-bly parta
cleaning asaa.bly parta;
explosives experi.anta
cleenfng ass.-bly parts;
explosives experi..nts
cleaning asaa.bly parts;
explosives experi..nts
cleenfng us.-bly parts
cleaning asaa.bly parts
cleaning
printed cfrcule process

cleaning parts for aoldering
printed cfrcuft procesa
HE pr..afng
cleanfng perta for HE pressing
HE pr... fng
HE pr..stng
HE pr..stng
HE pr... fng
HE pr..sing
cleaning end .ac:hininv

Wastes that do not contain HE are taken to TA·54. wast.. containing HE are taken to TA-16 to be flashed before disposal
in TA-54. Materials fraa 22·003(b) are r.-oved regularly end burned at TA-16 or detonated at TA-36 or TA-39.

SATBLLITB WABTB STORAGB AREAS

22-003

l0/31/90

Page 2

RILIASI IHlOBXATIOX
There h.ve been no ~ relees.. fra. th.. e storege erees. However, peat operation. et .oet container storege areas
have resulted In syst-tic releeses of solid Wllltes, including RCRA-reguleted corwtituents.

S!MU CROSS-Ril !RINCI LIST
SWMU

NUMfE!

22-003(1)
22-003(b)
22·003(C)
22-003(d)
22·003<•>
22-003(f)
22·003(g)

CEARP IDENTIFICATION NYMBERCSl

••

TA·22·S·CA-A·HW

••
••
••
••

!FA UNIT
22.00322.005
22.002

E.R. RELEASE SITE INFO.

ASSQC!ATED STRUCTURES

TA-22·34
TA·22•91
TA-22·95
TA-22·93
TA-22•52
•• No corresponding E. R. Progr•

U'lit,

CON'l'AJ:NBR STORAGB ARE~

10/31/90

SUJOIARY
LOCATION
TYPE OF UNIT(S)
UNIT USE
OPERATIONAL STATUS
PERICO OF USE
HAZARDOUS RELEASE
RADIOACTIVE RELEASE :

MATERIALS MANAGED

TA·40
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
STORAGE
ACTIVE
7 • PRESENT

HAZARDOUS WASTE
SOLID WASTE

NOtiE

NOME

UNIT INPQBMATIOK
Active container stor... areas fn TA-40 include: a) A container storate area [40·002(a)l, located near TA·40·23, is
awoxf•tely 15' long by 6' wide, and fa ln:ierlain by aap.alt. WaatH are stored here t8111P)rarily in two closed steel
The ~tfty of wute nevw exceeda 55 pllons total. b)
dr~. Oils and solvents are stored in seperate ~.
Containers kept near the ffrfna are• (see 40·006) are used to store shot weatH [40·002(b)J before they are taken to
TA-16 for disposal. Separate containers are used for calbultfble and noncalbuatible debris. TA-40 has a photo
procHsfna unit, TA-40·5 [40·002Cc)l, which consists of one procHsor and 6 traya and sinlta. 3 pllons/..,;,th of waste
fa produced and stored in this area.

JASTI IJlQBXATIOI
The wute stored in the area near TA·40·23 consists· of oil and solvents which are stored separately. The waste is fraa
various TA·40 operations, and it is ulti .. tely sent to TA-54 prior to off-site ship~ent. The westH stored near the
wood, •tal, wire). W..tH stored in TA-40·5 consist of developer and
firfna areas consist of firina rHf~
fixar ch•icals.

<•·•·•

RILIA81 IHJOBMATIOI
There are no known hazardoua ret ..... •socfated with thHe units. However, pest operations at 11101t container stora;e
areas have reaul ted in syat-tfc relea... of solid weatH, includina RCRA·reaulated consti tuenta.

S!KQ CBQSS•BiliRIN PI LIST
$WNU NOMIC!
40·002Ca)
40·002(b)
40·002(c)

....
-

CiA!P IDENTIFIC4IIQ! NUMIEI<Sl

RFA UNIT

E.R. RELEASI SITE llfQ.

ASSQCIATJD STRUCTURES
TA-40·23
TA·40·15
TA•40•5

40.002

-

No corretplndf na E. R. Proar• un I t •

Attachmen t 3
SWMU Report Pages on Liquid Waste Treatment at TA-22
(response to Specific Comment 15.a.ii)

......,
22-013

LIQOID WASTB TRBATMEHT /

STORAGB

l.0/31/90

St1MKARY
LOCATION
TYPE OF UNIT(s)
UNIT USE
OPERATIONAL STATUS
PERIOD OF USE
HAZARDOUS RELEASE
RADIOACTIVE RELEASE

MATERIALS MANAGED : HAZARDOUS WASTE

: TA·22
: AIOVEGRQJIID TANKS

:
:
:
:
:

TREATMENT/STORAGE
ACTIVE
1987 • PRESENT
UNIOKMI
NONE

UJfJ'l' INJ'OJUQ.'l'JOJI
In TA·22·91, there are two 1000·gallon tenk1 that ara Uled to neutralize end precipitate cont.. in.nts fr~ liquid wast•
generated frc. the etching proc•s•. The sludge that contains .oet of the c~ originally in the waste
solution. Is stored for ptck·up bV HSE·7. The trnted liquid Is discharged through IIPHS outfall No. 128.
solution~

DS'l'l Ilfl()RQTIOI
The etching Wllltn l.n:lergotng treat_,t contain ort•'lfcl, hydrochloric ecld, copper, ferric chloride, sodha carbonate
end sodi111 hydroxide.
-

RJLIAII IJlORMATJOJI
The extent of any hazardoua relea.. through the outfall is unknown.

SJKQ CRQSS-RIIIRIJICI LIST
SWMU

NUMIER

22·013

CEARP IDENTIFICATIQI NUMIEICS)

••

RFA U!IT

E.R. RELEASE SITE INFO.

ASSQCJATED STRUCTURES
TA·22·91

•• No corresponcfing E. R. Progr .. 111ft.

Attachmen t 4
State of New Mexico on RCRA Units
the
Closure Plan Letters from
(response to Specific Comment 15.c)

Sto.u of New Mexico
ENVIR ONME NT DEPAR TMENT
Harold Rrmn.cll B~

1190 St. Fr4tu:if Drive. P.O. &z 26110
Sa.n.tA F~. New Ne:dt:4 81602
(606) 827-JBSO

INo&A
Dcr I.G ~~~~~
uc::ur.ur .
UJ/ICUU f

DnCI'l'f ....,..ur

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN REC!EIP r REQUESTED

Octobe r 20, 1.9.93 -

Mr. Jer:ry L. Bellow s, Area Manage r
Loa

Alamo• Area Office

Depart ment of Energy
528 35th Street
Lo• Alamo• , New Mexico 8754,-5 000

RBI

•

1

. '

~

•

-

,,

--'

l

.

-

-

!::P,~
-.~P@
····· ........ ---·

Dear Mr ~ Bellow a :

ted
The Hazard ous and Radioa ctive Materi als Bur•au CHRMB) ha• comple
Plan
e
Clo•ur
LANL)
(
a review of the Los Alamos Nation al Labora tory
the
Modifi cation and Clean Clcaure Equiva lency Demon stration for New
the
,
review
this
upon
Sa•ed
TA-40 Scrap Detona tion Site.
Mexico Enviro nment Departm ent (NMBD) finds that LANL has supplie d
adequa te inform ation .for public notice to be publish ed in
accord ance with the New Mexico Hazardoua Wasta Management
Regula tions CHWMR-7), Part VI, 40 CF.R Sectio n 265.ll2 (d) (4).
The approv ed closur e plan mu•t be eonai• tent with NMEO closure
Final approv al of the closure plan may contain
regula tions.
or
modifi cation s resulti ng from any public commen ts receivegddata
samplin
onal
aciditi
that
ines
techni cal review . If NMBO det.erm
or other field activi tie• are require d t.o confirm clean closure ,
then NMEO will review the re•ult • of the additio nal work to
determ ine whethe r or not clean closure can be grante d.

- We have enclos ed a copy of the fact sheet and legal notice- for this
closur e. You are invited to comment on the prccos ed closure plan
er
modifi cation during the public eomment period , which ends Novemb
the
of
review
after
until
made
be
will
n
decisio
30, 1993. No final
commen ts receiv ed during the comment period .
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Program Manag
c ti o n
a te ri a ls
RCRA P er m icanse
d R ad io ac ti v e M
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B n c lo •v e a .
x c:

P il e R ed

Surea~

Stare oi .Yew .'v!exzco
E~VVTRONMEJ.VT DEPART.~E;.'-IT

Harotd. Run.n.eis Bu.Lai.n.~
:190 St. Fran.c:s Driue. P.O. Eo% :26110
5an.ca r-e .•\few .l;fe%:co ~ i.502
jOj1

a2:--28jO

, I.:DITH .\f ESPTSOS.~
:rCRETAAY
?OSC~:R.'lY

3RC:CE KI.VG

;zf~7"~

;oVERIYO/t

':!CRE'!'HY

CERTIFIE D MAIL
RB'.l'URH RECEIPT REQUESTED

Septemb er 13, 1991
Mr. Jerry L. Bellows , Area Manager
Los Alamos Area Office
Departm ent of Enerqy
528 35th Street
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544-50 0
RB:

~-40

Scrap Detonat ion Site Closure Plan Approva l

Dear Mr. Bellows :
Enclosed is a copy of the Approved Closure Plan for the TA-40
Scrap Detonat ion Site located at Los Alamos Nationa l Laborat ory
The public comment period ended on Septemb er 2, 1991
(LANL).
Therefo re, no changes were made in
with no comment s received .
finalizi ng the closure plan.
The effectiv e date of the Approved Closure Plan is Septemb er 30,
This is the date that the New Mexico Environm ent
1991.
Departm ent (NMED) will begin trackinq LAHL's complian ce with the
closure schedule of activiti es (Figure 6.1 of Section 6, page 2).
If you have any question s, please contact Mr. Marc Sides of my
staff at (505) 827-2929 .

.~'
~
~.
~~
~t~leen Szsnero~ector

M.
Water and Waste Management Division
Enclosu re
cc~

William K. Honker (6H-P),

u.s.

EPA Reqion 6

Post Office Box 968
Sane. Fe, New Mexico 87504-09 68

GA~~ev =~~c::1·~

Go..,er,..o,..

. . -e=s

I..AI'II'IV GO~OON

ENVIRON MENTAL IMPROVE MENT OIVISION
CAI=II..AI.. MUT'"'

Michael J. 8urkh•rt
Director

Oaouty Sacr-•tar-y

l>#f'tlloiOICO

HEAlTH

oUIO

ENV1RONMENT
OO'AI\MI'IT

. .. : ·.:. ..·

June 17, 1988
Mr. Harold Valencia
U. S. Department of Energy
Los Alamos Area Office
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
RE:

Closure Certific ations
NM 0890010515

Dear Mr. Valencia:
The EID has reviewed the certific ations of closure for TA 3-102,
submitted March 28, 1988, and TA 22-24 and TA 40-2 submitted with yours
undated letter which was received on May 19, 1988. This completes
the partial closure process in accordance with the New Mexico Hazardou
Waste Management Regulations-4, Section 206.C.2.
If you have any questions pelase call mat at 827-2923.

Sincerely,

(h_~
!4
&!4
C. Kelley Crossman
Permitting Supervisor

CKC/pv
cc:

Tanga Winkle, EPA (6H·HS)

.... ":;\'

~.......,

~

(
>t
tl' ~

.r'
II(~~

GARREY CARRUTHERS
Governo r

Post Office Box 968
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-0968

LARRY GORDON

Secretar y

HAZARDOUS WASTE BUREAU
(505) 827-2929

CARlA L. MUTH
Deputy Secretar y

NEW MEXICO

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
OEPAIITMENT

CERTIFIED MAIL

Nove mber 20, 1987

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mr. Harold Valencia
Area Mana ger
U.S. D.O. E. Area Office
Los Alamos, NM 87544
Re:

Closure Plans

Dear Mr. Valen cia:
closure plans for TA 40-2,
The EID received no comments in orpos ition to the proposed 14, dated Augu st 16,
er
numb
notice
public
TA 22-24 and TA 3-102 as a resul to our
mber 14, 1987 which
1987. The only comments received were in DOE letter of Septe
have been included
ents
comm
These
.
notice
addressed only the word ing of the public
sary.
in the record for these units but no furthe r action is deem ed neces
ved with an effective
There fore, the closure plans for these three units is hereb y approthe closure activities in
date of Nove mber 30, 1987. You shoul d proceed to imple ment
for these units will
accord nee with the plans and the schedules there in. Interi m status
accordance with the
be termi nated upon your certif icatio n of closure comp l,.aon in
appro ved plans.
on my staff.
If you have any questions please write or call Mr.- C. Kell• Crossman

cc:

Tang a Wink le, USEPA 6H-HS
Kirkla nd Jones, Depu ty Direc tor EID
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